
Is God an intelligent spirit who cares for and about his creation?  Or is God merely a mechanical construct which 

indifferently operates the universe based on mathematical formulae?  Can both be true?  Paradox is a common 

feature to both spirituality and quantum physics.  Maybe God is a paradox.   Is the belief held by many that this 

world is illusory the same illusory world as described by quantum physics?  Using quantum physics as a lens of 

reason, spirituality and cosmology will be examined on their scientific merits and be described in popular style.  

No fancy equations used. Unlike many other books, specific examples of scientific comparisons will be made, 

such as how all objects that exist have consciousness and it is through communication with this consciousness 

that reality is made understandable.  Each object is telling us what it is.  This book will also seek an answer to 

two pressing questions humanity has wondered over: 1) What natural law causes a person to physically die at the 

moment he does?  2)When will the apocalypse begin?  This book will demonstrate – and specifically detail –  

how spirituality, major religions and quantum physics share the same truth.  But they do so by using different 

languages.  Additionally, they are all supplying the same type of evidence as support of their claims. For example:  

karma is the spiritual system’s belief that encompasses a natural form of justice.  In Christianity, this is described 

in the Bible: “As ye sow, so shall ye reap.”  And in quantum physics equity is illustrated as the result of the 

collapse of wave function.  So, if you are a devout Catholic, Protestant, or follower of another faith;  a devotee of 

Yogananda or Maharaj and other ascended masters; or if you put your hope in science, particularly quantum 

physics, this book will reveal how most of your beliefs are of the same nature and that the primary difference 

among them is in the path followed to develop these beliefs. All options of existence are included in this study.  

The concept of an infinite number of alternative worlds is an accepted premise because the Eternal – however 

one chooses to identify it – requires that all potentialities must be fulfilled and experienced.  All levels of reality 

and potential reality are considered in this ground-breaking work.  You may never have seen a book like this!  No 

matter which alternative world you live in. 


